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ABSTRACT

An essential form of communication between the director and the animators early in the animation pipeline is rough cut at the motion (a blocked-in animation). This version of the character’s performance allows the director and animators to discuss how the character will play his/her role in each scene. However, blocked-in animation is also quite time consuming to construct, with short scenes requiring many hours of preparation between presentations. In this paper, we present a puppeteering interface for creating blocked-in motion for characters and various simulation effects more quickly than is possible in a keyframing interface. The animator manipulates one of a set of tracked objects in a motion capture system to control a few degrees of freedom of the character on each take. We explore the design space for the 3D puppeteering interface with a set of seven professional animators using a “think-aloud” protocol. We present a number of animations that they created and compare the time required to create similar animations in our 3D user interface and a commercial keyframing interface.

Index Terms: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction techniques; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation

1 INTRODUCTION

The heart of a computer animation is the performance of the characters as they play their part in the narrative arc. Through their motions, they tell the story, express their emotions and motivation, and convey their personality. This performance is designed in a process called blocking-in: working from audio and the storyboards, the animator creates a rough version of the motion.

Animators often spend one or more days to create a 10-second blocked-in animation with keyframing in a mouse-based animation system. Particularly in commercial productions, the blocked-in animation serves as a form of visual communication between the animator and the director, and the animator refines and redoes the blocked-in motion until the director is satisfied that it conveys the essence of the performance. With several days required between iterations, this process can be slow to converge. On the other hand, for live action movies, a director can guide the performance of actors, and the actors can rehearse their performance in real time. A user interface that would allow for such a quick revision cycle for animation productions would not only reduce the cost of the productions but might also result in a higher quality product by allowing more iterations of refinement.

In this paper, we describe a 3D puppeteering interface that allows the animator to “perform” the motion of a character or a simulation effect for the blocking phase rather than “keyframing” it in one of the commercially available animation software packages (Figure 1). We hypothesize that the animator can perform motion much more quickly through puppeteering than he/she can animate in traditional keyframing software. Performing the motion allows the animator to quickly get a feeling for the timing of the performance while maintaining approximate control of the poses. A number of animators have observed that the timing of actions is the key element in conveying the performance of the character [10, 19].

In addition to keyframing, alternative approaches used to convey the proposed performance include motion capture, selecting motion from a database, or videotaping the animator’s performance. Our preliminary interviews with animators indicated that puppeteering showed significant promise for several reasons. It allows motions that are not physically realistic and non-human—a requirement for many character animations as well as for secondary animations such as fluid effects. Puppeteering provides the animator with full control over the design and timing of the motion whereas selecting from even a large database is necessarily more restrictive. Creating the blocked-in motion for the actual character geometry and rig brings it far closer to the final animation than a video of a human performance or motion capture.

We chose to use an iterative refinement process with a set of animators to better understand what they expected and needed from a puppeteering interface for blocked-in motion. Iterative refinement is the seminal idea of iterating between an interface refinement phase and a user test phase and has been shown to result in significantly better systems in many domains. Seven professionally trained animators and two experienced animators created a variety of animations with our system. We explored a number of key dimensions for the interface design with seven animators:

- Should the actions be motion-captured (a direct mapping from the actor to the human-like degrees of freedom (DOFs) on the character) or puppeteered (control of DOFs without a direct anatomical mapping)?
- What tools allow the most effective performance: a single manipulated rigid object, markers on the hands or gloves, or cus-
The field of animation interfaces is diverse, with approaches ranging from sketching (e.g., [5]) to full body, real-time motion capture (e.g., [17]). In this section, we discuss related work in 3D puppeteering interfaces. Most of these interfaces have been directed at naive users rather than professional animators, giving the work a different flavor than that presented here. The previous work focused on providing appropriate scaffolding to reduce the complexity of the system (including correlation maps, implicit editing, and physics). These constraints are unacceptable to professionals as they require full control over the character to express the nuances of the performance.

Oore and colleagues [16] developed a layered editing system with two six-DOF motion trackers. A character skeleton was subdivided into layers (legs, arms, spine and head), and the users could animate the layers through multiple takes. Don'tcheva and colleagues [2] also developed a layered acting system. Their key contribution was the derivation of an implicit relationship between the animator's and the character's motions. That technique is very valuable for novice users who require a walk-up-and-use interface but do not need precise control over the character's motion. But it is inappropriate for professional animators who are willing to invest more time in specifying the motion in exchange for precise control. Interestingly, we both found that simple tracked objects were the most effective, despite these differences in application.

Neff and colleagues [14] introduce a correlation map in which users specify a correlation between motion of multiple degrees of freedom and a single 2D input from a mouse with linear interpolation. The paper also contributed relative mapping and overlays. While very effective for novices, these features were not found to be useful by our professional animator testing team. Laszlo and colleagues [11] developed a system to control a physically simulated character with a mouse. Their system actuates joints with torques according to 2D input. The goal of their system is interactive control of a physically simulated character for entertainment, and therefore is different from ours.

Real-time motion capture has been a focus of research for many years with one of the key issues being how to map to a character with non-human dimensions. Shin and colleagues [17] addressed this problem by identifying the key features of the motion that should be preserved by hand and then maintaining those in each section of motion. Our approach is different in that the motion does not have to be performed in one take and the animator has the freedom to re-define that mapping in between takes.

Other systems have been developed that leverage a domain-specific database to map from low-dimensional input to complete motion. (see Chai and Hodgins's work [1] for an example using motion capture). Johnson and colleagues [6] developed an instrumented puppet to control a bird-like character via selections from a set of pre-determined motion patterns. Komura and colleagues [8] used an instrumented glove to select among and modify a number of pre-programmed gaits. Luo and colleagues [12] similarly used a sensing glove to control a simple digital puppet directly. Input finger motion was recognized with a database consisting of sensor readings of six finger motions. Numaguchi and colleagues [15] used motion of an instrumented puppet to retrieve motion capture data from a database. Input puppet motion is matched to human motion in a database based on the subspaces of the puppet and human motion. Although these approaches were intuitive and efficient for naive users, the domain-specific databases limit types of animations to be designed.

A few of the mouse or pen-based interfaces have emphasized the capture of the timing of the motion in real time rather than just pose creation. Yamane and Nakamura [21] developed a pin-and-drag mouse interface. The users could pin any body part and move the unconstrained body part freely. This interface enabled users to easily specify poses and timings to create animations without any reference motion. Igarashi and colleagues [5] developed a spatial keyframing system. Their insight was to define key poses and associate them with locations in the workspace of the mouse so that the mouse position could be used to fully control a relatively complex character at desired timings. As with our system, the key contribution of these work is defining the mapping between a low dimensional input and the complex motion of the character.
band-based constructions with settings that work for mapping translational motion such as IK nodes, and (e, f) modifications of earlier structures.

Figure 2(b)). The other tracked objects that worked well used a rigid construction with marker settings that work for most joints/rig, (c, d) sweat band-based constructions with settings that work for mapping translational motion such as IK nodes, and (e, f) modifications of earlier structures with special settings for eyebrows, and arms.

3 METHODS: ITERATIVE DESIGN

Via a process of iterative refinement, we explore a number of different possible parameters for the puppeteering interface. We had a primary animator and six secondary animators who participated in our iterative refinement of the 3D user interface. All seven were professionally trained animators. The primary animator has experience creating keyframe animations for a number of feature-length films. He used the interface for a total of about 20 hours over several design revisions. The secondary animators used the later versions of the interface for 3–10 hours each. Collectively, they had prior experience in the creation of full length features, artistic shorts and video games via motion capture and keyframing. Each animator, we used a “think aloud” methodology. The animators talked about their thought about processes and actions while they constructed a set of blocked-in motions. We provided them with rigged characters, the audio clips for a set of short speeches, as well as suggestions for whole body motions (e.g., jump, walk, dance) for them to interpret.

We now discuss the design questions that were analyzed during the iterative refinement process: input devices, puppeteered DOFs and interface features.

3.1 Input Devices

Our initial design included not only devices that could be held and rotated or positioned but also strategies for instrumenting the hand/wrist and arm/shoulder complexes of the animator. This second class of techniques allowed direct manipulation of the corresponding body parts of the character and was much closer to motion capture than to puppeteering (Figure 2(a)). We had assumed that these marker sets would provide an intuitive way to manipulate the arms of the character given the high number of DOFs involved and the power of inverse kinematics (IK). Our primary animator found the motion capture setups too cumbersome to use, in part because it was more time consuming to switch between animating the various DOFs of the character with these marker sets. He felt that it was essential to be able to cycle through the animatable DOFs of the character quickly while the performance and timing remained “in his head.” Therefore he almost always reached for small, easy-to-grasp objects to puppeteer his animations. The other animators were offered the same choices and also chose to primarily use the simple input device.

The cost of choosing puppeteering over motion capture, however, is that, just as with keyframing, we lose some of the innate instincts that the animator possesses about how his body moves and instead have to rely on a developed talent for puppeteering. Some of our test animators were better able to transfer their animation skills to this novel (to them) art form than others.

Although we experimented with a variety of tracked objects, the simple Tinkertoy® construction proved to generally be the best, in part because it was easy to grasp and intuitive to orient (Figure 2(b)). The other tracked objects that worked well used a rigid marker set mounted on a sweatband and structure (Figures 2 (c-e)), as those were also easy to pick up and put down. One animator also experimented with a pivot joint for the arm mapping (Figure 2(f)).

3.2 Puppeteered DOFs

Intertwined with the design decisions about the controllable DOFs is the rigging of the character (the mapping of degrees of freedom of the skeleton to controllable variables). The interface allowed the animator to create arbitrary mappings from tracked objects to DOFs in the character. However, our animators quickly converged on a relatively small set of mappings that they found most effective. These could be divided into three categories: forward kinematics (FK), IK, and blendshapes (two deformations for the character’s face which can be interpolated to create an animation). As with a keyframing interface, the rigs could be toggled on and off, so the arms, for example, could easily be animated via either IK or FK. The animators generally chose between FK and IK in the same way as a keyframe animator would, using FK for free space motions and IK for constrained motions (feet in contact with the floor, for example).

The controllable DOFs that were used to generate the results shown in the video are listed below (Figure 3).

- FK for pelvis, spine, neck, shoulder, elbow, wrist, finger, hip, knee, and ankle joints of all characters and wings and tail for flying characters (e.g., a dragon).
- IK for hands and feet, and flap for the positions of elbows.
- Blendshapes for jaw and eyebrows.
- Position and orientation of a camera for rendering.
- Position of particles for fluid animation.

3.3 Overall Workflow

As he worked with the interface, our primary animator settled on a workflow that was largely followed by our other animators:

1. Setup: Confirm that parameters for the puppeteering interface are appropriate for the desired motion.
2. Rehearsal: Experiment with various performances (without recording).
3. Recording: Hit record button to capture. Recording starts with a three second pre-roll for synchronization. Preserve the capture if it was satisfactory. Otherwise repeat recording step.
4. Layering: move to the next DOF that should be animated (generally moving from root outward to limbs and head).
5. Post-processing: Do any required post-processing in a keyframing interface after the puppeteered animation is complete.

Details of the interface features used in these steps are described in the next section.
3.4 System Features

Based on the animators’ think-aloud comments, we added numerous features to the interface that allowed them full control over the characters.

Flexible Mapping: In the initial phases of the design, we assumed that the number of DOFs that could be controlled simultaneously would be limited by a maximum of six DOFs/hand. In contrast, the skeleton of a fully rigged character will have 50 or more DOFs. However, in our initial testing with our primary animator, it quickly became obvious that the number of controllable DOFs would be far more limited than we had expected. Our experiments indicated that using a tracked object to control the six DOFs of both position and orientation did not make natural-looking motion. The animator most often chose only to use one hand at a time and the number of DOFs that he could control effectively was generally limited to two position or three orientation DOFs. Therefore, the final design of the interface enables the animators to quickly choose which DOF(s) they want to control and to layer motions together from multiple takes.

Synergies: Our primary animator also requested the ability to map a single tracked object to several different DOFs on the character simultaneously. Although not part of our original interface design, this feature for enforcing synergies proved to be very effective. For example, the animator might map the orientation of the tracked object to both the left and right shoulder orientations but with an offset so that one shoulder would move further than the other. This mapping allowed the animator to create a nearly but not perfectly symmetric motion for the shoulders during a jump, for example. Our secondary animators also used this feature extensively.

Controllable Delay: One of the secondary animators working at a commercial video game studio pointed out that it would be helpful to have the ability to design dynamic effects such as animals’ tails and passively moving objects such as trees blowing in the wind. We implemented this functionality by imposing a time delay on the motion. The animator first assigned several joints to a single tracked object. The tracked object motion was mapped to the parent node without delay, and was mapped to the child nodes with delay (Figure 4). This functionality is motivated by a technique used in keyframing where the parent node motion is created and then copied to the child nodes with latency.

Layering: Because the number of DOFs that could be puppeteered in one take was so limited, we quickly realized that it was crucial to facilitate layering of multiple takes each of which animates a small number of DOFs. For example, our animators first specified the path of the pelvis as a position on the ground plane (two DOFs) and in a second layering pass, added the up/down trajectory for the pelvis motion (one DOF). Similarly, they found it very effective to control the pelvis, spine, and head/neck rotations via a sequence of takes with one or two DOFs animated in each. We included a 3–2–1 countdown to allow the animator time to position the character for the start of the motion. Audio was played to facilitate synchronization for those sequences that included it.

Our approach to this problem is similar to previous layering techniques [16, 2].

Editing: Comments from our primary animator led us to realize that it was quite frustrating to have to repeat a complete performance when the unsatisfactory motion had occurred only in a small window of time. We added the ability to re-perform a portion of the sequence with blends provided between the start and end points of the old motion and the new. This functionality was not perfect in that it was difficult to hit a pose at the beginning and the end of the edited sequence. We provided a grayed out figure in the Maya interface to show the start and end poses from the original performance, which made it much easier to create a match that could be seamlessly blended in post-processing.

Sensitivity and Home Position: The sensitivities and home position (i.e., offset for DOFs) of the mapping between the animator’s motion and that of the character proved to be crucial for agile control of the character. Our first prototype used a minimum and maximum position to compute sensitivities and home position for calibration. Based on feedback from our primary animator, we quickly switched to calibration by manually specifying a home position and sensitivities for the movement.

Our animators also used different sensitivities for the different DOFs of a single joint/rig. For example, the spine was usually animated with less sensitivity side-to-side than front-to-back, corresponding approximately to the relative magnitude of the range of motions of the two DOFs. Some animators also set a sensitivity for time to create fast motion such as flapping the wings of birds.

For translation, our animators preferred a view-dependent mapping that mapped a tracked object’s motion to target DOFs with respect to the current view. Given the user-specified home position $\mathbf{p}_h$ and the current position $\mathbf{p}$ of the tracked object in a motion capture coordinate system $\mathcal{M}$, the displacement in an animation coordinate system $\mathcal{A}$ is represented as

$$\Delta^\mathcal{A}\mathbf{p}(t) = \mathbf{C}^T \mathbf{S} \left( \mathcal{M} \mathbf{p}(t) - \mathcal{M} \mathbf{p}_h \right),$$

where $\mathbf{C}$ represents the orientation matrix of the viewing camera in the animation coordinate system, and $\mathbf{S}$ is a diagonal matrix consisting of sensitivities ($\mathbf{S} = \text{diag}(s_x, s_y, s_z)$). The mapped position of the target DOFs in $\mathcal{A}$ is computed as

$$^\mathcal{A}\mathbf{p}_d(s_t) = ^\mathcal{A}\mathbf{p}_d(0) + \Delta^\mathcal{A}\mathbf{p}(t),$$

where $s_t$ is a sensitivity for time.

For rotation, our animators preferred a view-independent mapping. Therefore, the rotation for the puppeteered joint/rig, $\mathbf{R}_d$, is computed as

$$\mathbf{R}_d(s_t) = \mathbf{S} \left( \mathcal{M} \mathbf{R}(t) \mathcal{M}^T \mathbf{R}_h \right) \mathbf{R}_d(0),$$

where $\mathcal{M}$ represents the orientation matrix of the Viewing camera in the animation coordinate system, and $\mathbf{S}$ is a diagonal matrix consisting of sensitivities ($\mathbf{S} = \text{diag}(s_x, s_y, s_z)$). The mapped rotation of the target DOFs in $\mathcal{A}$ is computed as

$$^\mathcal{A}\mathbf{R}_d(s_t) = ^\mathcal{A}\mathbf{R}_d(0) \mathbf{S} \mathbf{R}(t) \mathbf{S}^{-1} \mathbf{R}_h,$$
where $\mathbf{R}_0$ and $\mathbf{R}$ represent the user-specified home orientation and the current orientation of the tracked object, respectively, and $S(\cdot)$ is a function that converts an input rotation matrix in the motion capture coordinate system into Euler angles, multiplies the angles by sensitivities, and returns a scaled rotation matrix in the animation coordinate system. Which approach the animators chose was determined by the behavior being animated. For example, local orientation is useful for specifying joint angles and global orientation is used for root orientation. Therefore, the interface allowed the animators to choose global or local mapping, and the global orientation of the target DOFs in the animation coordinate system, $\mathbf{R}_d$, is computed as

$$
\mathbf{R}_d(t) = \begin{cases} 
\mathbf{R}_0(t) & \text{if global mapping} \\
\mathbf{R}_d(t)\mathbf{R}_p(t) & \text{if local mapping}
\end{cases}
$$

where $\mathbf{R}_p$ represents the global orientation of the parent DOFs in the animation coordinate system.

One advantage to this approach was that the animator could now ground the character in the workspace. For example, our primary animator often placed the tracked object on the table and mapped that position to a standing posture with the feet on the ground. Then he could control the height of the pelvis knowing that whenever the tracked object was on the ground, the feet would be as well (assuming no animation on the legs at this stage). Our secondary animators also adopted this trick.

Our primary animator also found that he wanted different sensitivities for different scenes. Subtle animations such as eyebrows required more detailed motion and therefore decreased sensitivities, while bigger animations such as walking required large motions and therefore increased sensitivities. Sensitivities also depended on camera shots. Close shots required smaller motions and therefore decreased sensitivities. We added functionality for saving/loading home positions and sensitivities on a per-joint or a per-scene basis to facilitate reuse of parameters.

This observation is an interesting consequence of the fixed size of the animator’s workspace and the kinematics and physiology of the human arm [13]. Accuracy improves and tremor is reduced for the center of the workspace (Figure 5 top and middle). Moving away from the movement fovea in the workspace leads to increased variability or inaccurate control as the kinematics of the human arm do not allow arbitrary paths near the edges of the human workspace (Figure 5 bottom). Several of our animators chose home positions that allowed them to brace their forearm or elbow on the table.

**Particle Animation:** Particle animation is a useful visual effect, but requires many parameters such as the location and rate of emitters. A secondary animator working at an animation studio suggested that these parameters could be puppeteered and added this functionality by leveraging Maya’s simulation engines to compute the resulting motion.

Motion of a particle can be created based on Equations (2) and (4). Animators may use displacement mapping to create motion of child particles that mimic the parent particle trajectory. Given the position, $\mathbf{p}_c$, and the orientation, $\mathbf{R}_p$, of the parent particle trajectory, the child particle position, $\mathbf{p}_s$, is specified with the displacement computed with Equation (1) as

$$
\mathbf{p}_s(s,t) = \mathbf{p}_c(s,t) + \mathbf{R}_p^T(s,t)\Delta^s \mathbf{p}_c(t).
$$

Animators can also specify the number of particles to be puppeteered and randomize the aforementioned parameters with manually specified range if necessary. These randomization settings allowed for a wide variety of particle motion and enabled the animators to quickly test behaviors of fluid animation without physical simulation.

**Post-processing:** The animator has the editing functionality of a standard animation system available for post-processing of the captured performance. For example, motions that should be tightly synchronized can be aligned and the scale of motions can be adjusted in time or space to create a stronger performance. We found that the standard curve editing tools in Maya were effective for these operations. Our animators also used the spline fitting functionality to simplify the puppeteered curves prior to editing (as with motion capture, our curves have one key per frame by default).

One editing operation proved particularly important and that was to damp out the residual motion for a held pose. This animation element was named a moving hold by Thomas and Johnston [19] and it is often used to draw attention to the main action of storytelling. The ability to hold a pose is of course trivial in a keyframing interface, but in a puppeteering interface residual motion of the hands
becomes jitter in the motion of the character. Because we were generally mapping up from smaller/lighter DOFs on the animator’s body to larger/more massive DOFs for the character (animator’s hands to character’s pelvis, for example), the tremor in the animator’s hands was magnified in the character’s motion and made the motion appear unnatural.

4 Experiments

We used an OptiTrack system produced by Natural Point with eight cameras for the puppeteering interface. The cameras were mounted on four tripods positioned to the left/right and front/back of the workspace. Four cameras were positioned high on the tripods (approximately 2.5 m) and four were positioned lower (approximately 1.5 m). The puppeteering interface was implemented as a Maya plug-in, leveraging the basic viewing manipulation functionality of Maya and was connected to the motion capture system via VRPN [18]. The post-processing was done with Maya 2011.

4.1 User Performance

We conducted an informal user study with two additional animators to compare the puppeteering interface with a conventional keyframing interface. Animator 1 was an undergraduate animation student, and had experience with Maya keyframing. Animator 2 was a professional artist working on a video game production, and had experience with Maya keyframing and motion capture. We provided them with three character models: a human model (56 DOFs), a penguin model (48 DOFs), and a dragon model (69 DOFs).

We first demonstrated each interface feature to the animators, and then they spent approximately an hour getting accustomed to the interface. After this practice phase, we asked them to produce an animation of their design. We also asked them to create the same animation by keyframing in Maya. After the sessions, we asked them to comment on the quality of the animations and the two interfaces.

Table 1 compares the time required for the puppeteering and keyframing interfaces. Animator 1 created three animations. The puppeteered animations were visually similar to the keyframed animations, but required less time to create. Animator 2 created a flying dragon animation. Though the two animations required the same amount of time, the resulting puppeteered motion was several times longer. He commented that he preferred the puppeteered animation because the natural variability of human motion added a lifelike quality to the repetitive flying motion.

4.2 Case Study

Figures 1 and 6 show six sample results from the puppeteering interface. The animation in Figure 1 was created by a professional animator working at a commercial animation studio (one of the secondary animators). The first and third animations in Figure 6 were created by an independent professional animator who has experience with Maya keyframing and motion capture (also one of the secondary animators in our iterative refinement design process).
Puppeteering 5 min.
spline fitting 60 min.
20 min.
edit head on final, 10 min.
Root, spine, 10 min.
edit arms and legs.
60 min.
5 min.
20 min.
spline fitting
Post-processing landing and takeoff 10 min.
35 min.
Pelvis cleanup for
20 min.
edit curves of legs.

Table 2: Time chart for each blocked-in animation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animation</th>
<th>Puppeteering</th>
<th>Post-processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Min. Wage”</td>
<td>Root, spine, shoulders, R. elbow, head, foot IK, jaw.</td>
<td>1 min. spline fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long jump</td>
<td>Root, head, spine, foot IK, shoulders, elbows.</td>
<td>10 min. Pelvis cleanup for landing and takeoff spline fitting (only pelvis).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared man</td>
<td>Root, spine, neck.</td>
<td>15 min. Edit arms and legs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>Root, spine, head, shoulders.</td>
<td>10 min. Edit curve of spine, edit head on final, move to a camera, spline fitting (spine and head).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>Root, neck, head, wings.</td>
<td>5 min. Edit curves of root.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octopus</td>
<td>Root, eight legs (four DOFs each), head, three seaweeds (11 DOFs each).</td>
<td>10 min. Edit curves of legs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Four acting choices for a dialog, “Are you a good dog?”

Figure 8 illustrates two whole body motions that were performed via puppeteering and traditional whole body motion capture. The puppeteered motions were performed by one of the secondary animators. The motion capture actor was shown the rendered puppeteered clip and asked to perform the motion in as similar a fashion as possible. The green and red trajectories illustrate the trajectory of the pelvis in the image plane. The left image shows a walk sequence. The puppeteered character has a larger up/down oscillation of the pelvis and is able to achieve a greater compression of the ankle joint than would be possible for an actor. The right figure shows a jump. The puppeteered character jumps higher and has a much longer hang time as illustrated by the highest dark green circle. The puppeteered character also holds a few poses for longer during the preparation for the jump (darker green circles) while the motion capture character holds just the start and end pose and moves continuously throughout the rest of the motion.

These examples illustrate key differences between the motion used typically for animated films and that produced by motion capture. The motions that our animators chose to perform contained significant violations of physics (hang time), constraints of natural human motion (joint angles), and the flow of natural human motion (holding poses rather than minimizing jerk). These intentional violations are often present in the final keyframed animation as well. This graphical evidence provided further proof that puppeteering is a better choice for creating motion for animated films than motion capture mapping.

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented a design for a puppeteering interface that allows an animator to quickly block in motion for a shot. We took an iterative refinement approach with professional animators and designed an interface that gave them full control of the character’s motion via puppeteering. This interface allowed them to very quickly experiment with and discard different performances.

Our animators could make reasonable blocked-in animations with the puppeteering interface more quickly and efficiently than with a typical keyframing interface. They could also easily express their imagination and test out a wide variety of animations for a single scenario/dialog. We believe that the rapid turnaround provided by such an interface could make a fundamental change in the level and quality of communication between an animator and the director of a production. The design of the interface was fundamentally altered through a testing process with a group of seven professional animators. The resulting interface was viewed as an effective tool by those animators and they used it to produce a number of animations with different characters, behaviors, and style of motion. The user study results and the comments from our subjects provide support for our hypothesis that puppeteering motion gives a better feeling for the timing of the performance and makes the blocking-in process more efficient than a traditional keyframing interface.

Puppeteering is in fact much more powerful than motion capture in that the animated character no longer has to adhere to the constraints of physics or human physiology. A motion capture actor moves his or her body in the real world and therefore can only produce physically correct patterns of human motion for each limb. We identified a number of classes of actions where these violations frequently occur: a reduction in gravity, extreme joint torques, increased range of motion or telescoping limbs for the appearance of a rubbery skeleton or squash-and-stretch, and characters with kinematics that are far from those of an adult human. A more subtle difference between keyframe animation and motion capture is in the style of the motion. Classical animation tends to consist of a series of held poses while motion capture is necessarily always in motion as actors cannot remain completely still. Puppeteering has the ability to achieve all of these characteristics: fluid motions, held poses, and physically impossible motions.

The trade-off for this extra freedom is that the animator must have the skills to keep the motion on model for a particular character, just as with a keyframing interface. Although our animators were able to learn the interface quickly, it was also apparent that puppeteering does not precisely match the skill set required for keyframing and that it would take some time for them to become truly proficient in the puppeteering of motions.

Although puppeteering appears to be an intuitive and effective...
way to create blocked-in motion, there are a few types of motions for which the interface does not work well. Most of these are motions that involve tight synchronization between the DOFs of the character or involve contact with the environment. For example, if a character is to experience a big impact, there are many joints which must respond with exactly the same timing. Puppeteering makes it difficult to hit that timing exactly but motions could be aligned in time as a post-processing step in Maya. The precision required for contact with the environment also presented difficulties. For some motions such as standing, a good choice of home position made it easy to puppeteer the motion as the table provided the needed constraint. But a motion such as grasping would be difficult to puppeteer as the hand must be precisely positioned with respect to the object when the grasp is performed or the physics of the grasp will be violated. However, motions involving precise contact can be created or refined with IK in commercial animation software such as Maya.

Another type of motion that the puppeteering interface was ineffective for was facial motion. Blendshapes could be puppeteered if the character was rigged for them, but keyframing blendshapes would probably afford more precise control.

Although the results are compelling, we have yet to use this in an actual production and therefore do not have definitive numbers about the time savings that might result. However, the rapidity with which performances can be explored should allow the animator to try out more alternatives and to iterate much more frequently with the director to converge on the best performance for a particular scene. The performance aspect of the interface may even permit an interactive session with the director and animator trading off control of the degrees of freedom of the character to show how the motion should be “more like this.”

We also speculate that perhaps an interface such as this that removes the hands from the keyboard and mouse might help reduce the frequency of repetitive strain injury in the animation community by greatly increasing the variety of hand and wrist motions performed in creating an animation.

Although the examples reported here focused on blocked-in animation, puppeteering could also be used in other domains where it is necessary to quickly provide a simple version of motion. For example, it could be also used to choreograph stage performances where the motion of the actors around the stage must be blocked in. Puppeteering is also useful for creating motion for simple robots such as the Keepon robot [9] in real time or for more complex robots if the motion is created in layers and optimized to be within the mechanical limits of the robots. Extending the puppeteering interface for such purposes would be an interesting future direction.
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